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~act - -The  structure of data constraint which is a major issue to solve database design problems i  
formally defined as a binary relation over the topology ina finite topological space, we derived eduction 
procedures based on topological model to solve formally given database design problems. From this 
topological view, representation f r keys and time complexity measure for database d sign problems are 
introduced. With a formal definition for key related atabase d sign problems which are intractable, the 
Borel representation f r keys classifies the category ofdatabase d sign problems. Under this classification, 
we identify Borel density as a time complexity measure for formally given database design problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is a general trend to implement record based nonprocedural system for nonnumeric information 
processing. Nonprocedural system is based on stored data concept as well as stored procedure 
concept from the traditional yon Neumann system. The concept of data model is essential to 
represent data in the environment of stored data concept implementation. Universal data model 
to represent universal collection of data for nonprocedural system should be developed through 
the concept of data independence r presentation. 
In conventional record based data model a relation scheme is a finite set of attributes. An 
important class of data constraint on a relation scheme is a set of functional dependencies. 
Functional dependency structures have a great impact on the logical database design. Date [1] 
provides literature review for that area. It will be assumed that the reader has examined the basic 
concepts of databases given in the level of Date [1]. Let us consider a binary relation Z and a 
relation scheme S such that Z is a binary relation over a collection of subsets of S. This binary 
relation Z has two level structures such that the lower level is a collection of subsets of S and the 
upper level is a binary relation over the lower level. One of the major shortcomings in the relational 
data model is that the structure 27 is treated as a single level structure on S without exphcitly 
recognizing two levels of the structure. This means by assuming implictly the power set for the lower 
level, 27 is a binary relation over the power set of S in the relational data model. In this paper, 
by showing the lower level structure is a topology or a ring in more general case and 27 is a binary 
relation over the topology or the ring, we will propose a new data model based on this two level 
structure of the data constraint. Then, we will show the new data model provides formal description 
for data independence approach to database design problems. 
Throughout this paper, a relation scheme with a set of functional dependencies on it is expressed 
as a pair (S, 2~), where S is a relation scheme and 27 is a set of functional dependencies. Relation 
schemes St and S~ are called heterogeneous if 
S,c~S2 v~ St and Stc~S2 ~ $2. 
By heterogeneous we mean different collections of attributes. For example, St and $2 are 
heterogeneous, where St = {PART, SUPPLIER, QUANTITY} and $2 = {CITY, STATE, POPU- 
LATION}. A functional dependency is expressed as a pair (X, Y), where X and Y are sets of 
attributes to avoid the confusion with maps. By the notation 27 + for the closure set of 27 we mean 
the closed collection of functional dependencies logically implied by Z. To simplify our discussions, 
it will be assumed that real world problem for database design is simply a collection of 
heterogeneous relation schemes with imposed data constraint. Also for simplification, only the 
concept of functional dependency is considered as a structure of data constraint for the database 
design. In this paper the terminology "real world database design problem" is used under this 
postulation. 
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Given two heterogeneous relation schemes with functional dependencies, (S~, X,) and ($2, X2), we 
call a map h from Sl into $2 is dependency preserving if and only if (X, Y) e ,~ ~- implies 
(h(X), h(Y)) e X~. Then, the concept of similarity can be defined as follows: 
Definition 1 (similarity) 
Given two heterogeneous relation schemes with functional dependencies, ($1, X,) and ($2, X2), we 
call (S~, Xl) is similar to ($2, X2) if and only if there exists a bijection h from $1 into $2 such that 
both h and h-  l are dependency preserving. []
Lemma 1 
The similarity is an equivalence relation.[] 
The concept of similarity on heterogeneous relation schemes introduced by Balk and Miller [2], 
is important for solving database design problems. A similar class by similarity means a structural 
equivalence class for functional dependency structures which generates exactly the same database 
design process as far as functional dependencies are concerned. After once a database designer 
designed a database by using certain techniques whatever he want to use, the other designs for 
similar relation schemes are given by dependency preserving bijections. It means the designer does 
not need to pay the design effort again for similar relation schemes if he knows the bijections. We 
believe this is a data independence approach to database design problems. In the direction of data 
independence approach based on similarity, it is necessary to develop mechanisms for connecting 
between two different collections of attributes. Baik and Miller [3] examines an algorithm to find 
dependency preserving bijections for similar relation schemes. 
To manipulate similarities, we may use the concept of logical structure over a finite set from 
combinatorial topology. A set was studied as a data structure by introducing some operations on 
the set structure. A topological space is an extension of a set to accommodate a certain logical 
structure on it as a topology by topologizing the set. In this paper, it will be assumed that the reader 
has examined the basic concepts of topology. Only for convenience on our notations, we summarize 
some of the basic concepts of topology here. Related materials can be found in introductory level 
texts for topology by Bourbaki [4] or Dugundji [5]. Since we only treat nontrivial finite systems 
in computer science, we define all terms only in the case for finite set in the following. 
A topological space is defined as a pair (U, T), consisting of a nonempty set U and a collection 
T of subsets of X, satisfying the conditions: q~, U e T, Xn  Y e T, and Xw Y e T for all X, Y e T. 
The set U is called a universal set. The collection T is called a topology on U and the elements 
of T are called open sets. Note that a topology is a closed collection under intersection and union. 
A base for a topology T, denoted BASE[T], is a subset of T such that every element of T is unions 
of elements of the base. A subbase for a topology T, denoted SUBBASE[T], is a subset of T such 
that the base for T consists of intersections of elements of the subbase. The cardinality of a set 
U, denoted [U[ is the number of elements in the set U. A minimal base of T, denoted MBASE[T] 
is a base of least cardinality. Each typology has a unique minimal base. 
A Borel space is defined as a pair (U, R), consisting of a nonempty set U and a nonempty 
collection R of subsets of U, satisfying the conditions: Xc~ Y e R and ~'e R for all X, Y e R. The 
collection R is called a ring on the universal set U and the elements of R are called Borel sets of 
U. Note that a ring is a closed collection under intersection and complement. So, a Borel space 
is a topological space. Given a topological space (U, T), we consider the smallest ring R of U which 
contains all open sets and is closed under intersection and complement. Then, a pair (U, R) is called 
the Borel space generated by the topology T of U. A topological space (U, T) generates a unique 
Borel space (U, R). 
The collection of all topologies on U is partially ordered by the inclusion property. The discrete 
topology is the finest topology and the indiscrete topology is the coarsest opology. Given two 
topological spaces, (U~, T~) and (U2, T2), a mapf f rom U~ into U2 is said to be continuous if and 
only if X e T2 implies f -~(X)e T 1. The bijection f is called homeomorphism if both f and f - i  are 
continuous. Two topological spaces, (UI, Ti) and (U2, T2), are topologically equivalent if and only 
if there exists a homeomorphism f from U~ into Us. Given two Borel spaces (U~, RI) and (Us, R2), 
a map f from U~ into U2 is said to be Borel if and only if X e R2 impl iesf- ' (X)e R I. The bijection 
f is called Borei isomorphism if both fand  f-~ are Borel. Two Borel spaces (Ut, Rt) and (U2, R2), 
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are Borel isomorphic if and only if there exists a Borel isomorphismffrom U I into Us. Let (U~, R~) 
and (Us, R2), be Borel spaces generated by topological spaces (U~, T0 and (Us, T2), respectively. 
Then, if (U~, T,) and (U:, T~), are topologically equivalent then (U~, R0 and (Us, Rs), are Borel 
isomorphic. We have introduced terms on topological space and Borel space for finite systems. 
2. POSTULATION BY SIMILARITY 
Baik and Miller [2] developed formal models for similarities. We will begin with the formal 
models given in Baik and Miller [2]. Consider a set S of attributes and a set Z of functional 
dependencies on S. In order to examine the structure of Z, first we need to consider a unique 
simplified collection from the given Z as follows: 
Definition 2 (similar cover) 
Given a relation scheme with functional dependencies (S, Z), the similar cover 27" is defined as 
a subset of Z +, such that (X; Y) e 2:* if and only if (X, Y) e Z +, (V, Y - X)¢Z + for V ~ X, and 
(X, W)CZ + for Y c W. [] 
Lemma 2 
For any given Z +, always Z* is unique.[] 
Definition 3 (optimal topology) 
Given a relation scheme with functional dependencies (S, Z), the optimal topology To is defined 
as a topology on the set S, such that 
SUBBASE[T0] = {X, rl(x, r)e Z*}.D 
Then, the similar cover 27" is a binary relation over the optimai topology To as well as over 
SUBBASE[T0]. Note that an optimal topology is minimal in cardinality but fine enough to 
accommodate the similar cover for Z on the set S. This topology is optimized in cardinality. We 
may topologizc a set of attributes with optimal topology. Then, data constraint, functional 
dependency structure, is a binary relation over the topologized set as follows: 
Definition 4 (constraint) 
Given a relation scheme with functional dependencies (S, Z), the constraint Z[T0] is defined as 
a binary relation over the optimal topology To such that 
~[r0] = {(x, )')Ix, re  r0, (x, r )~ z+}.[] 
Lemma 3 
For any given Z, we have 
(Z*)+ = (Z[T0]) + = Z + and ~*~E[T0]___Z+.D 
For a given set • of functional dependencies, a complete axiom system for 27 + consists of three 
axioms known as Armstrong axiom system for functional dependency. Since 27 + is a dosed 
collection under complete axiom system, the set 27 + can be manipulated by the Armstrong axiom 
system. This complete axiom system can be applied to the constraint E [To] as a closed collection. 
That is for X, Y, Z e To, a set 27[T0] satisfies the following complete axiom system: 
A,: (X, ~b) ~ Z[To], 
As: (X, Y)e 2;[To] implies (XuZ, YuZ)e Z[T0], 
and 
A3: (X, Y), (Y, Z )e  27[T0] implies (X, Z )~ 27[T0]. 
Note that 27[T0] is a dosed collection under Armstrong axiom system while Z* is not a closed 
collection. As a result, the structure of data constraint on a relation scheme can be defined as a 
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formal model without using terms in functional dependency as follows: 
Definition 5 (a formal model of constraint) 
Given a topological space (S, T), the constraint Z[T] is defined as a binary relation over the 
topology T, satisfying the following three axioms: 
Al: (X, ~b) e ,~[T], 
A2: (X, Y)e E[T] implies (XuZ, YuZ)~ ,Y[T], 
A3: (X, Y), (Y, Z) e ,Y[T] implies (X, Z) e ,Y[T], 
where X, Y, Z E T, that is X, Y, and Z are open sets.[] 
In the Definition 5, the structure of constraint 2; [T] is defined as a formal model on ~t opological 
space for the structure of E which represents a set of functional dependencies. The universal set 
S of the topological space is a finite set which represents a relation scheme. Several concepts uch 
as a set E of functional dependencies, the closure set E +, inference rules for ,~, and complete axiom 
system for functional dependency, are simplified and represented by a single structure 2~[T]. 
Throughout this paper, a topological space with a constraint defined over the topology is expressed 
as a pair (S, E[T]), where (S, T) is a finite topological space and ,Y[T] is a constraint over the 
topology T. By the spirit of the Definition 5 for constraint, we may define the similarity as a formal 
model in terms of topological space as follows: 
Definition 6 (a formal model of similarity) 
Given two topological spaces with constraints, (Si, Zl[Ti]) and ($2, Z2[Tz]), we call (Si, Zl[Ti]) is 
similar to ($2, Z2[T2]) if and only if there exists a bijection h from S~ into $2 such that both h and 
h - ~ are constraint preserving. []
Lemma 4 
For topological spaces, if (St, ZI[TI]) is similar to (Sz, ~,2[T2]), then (S~, T0 and ($2,/'2) are 
topologically equivalent.• 
By the lemma, we see topological equivalence provides an intermediate classification step to 
similar classes. A collection of heterogeneous relation schemes will be classified first by topological 
equivalence then next by similarity within the topologically equivalent class. Let us consider a 
universal problem for real world database design. This problem can be characterized by a collection 
of heterogeneous relation schemes with constraint as far as functional dependency structures are 
concerned for the database design. Let our universal problem f~ for the database design be 
postulated by a universal collection of heterogeneous relation schemes with constraint as follows: 
Definition 7 (universal database design problem) 
The universal database design problem, denoted by a set ~ is defined as a universal collection 
of heterogeneous relation schemes with imposed constraints.[] 
In general, II is an infinite set because it is from real world information. However, this infinite 
situation can be avoided by the formal model of similarity. The collection of distinct similar classes 
partitions fl into mutually disjoint sets, called similar classes, such that any two elements of fl 
belong to a common similar class if and only if they are similar. Then, entire fl can be postulated 
by a system of representatives, that is the quotient set by similarity. 
Example 1 
Consider two heterogeneous relation schemes with functional dependencies, (S~, Y~) and (S~, Y~), 
where 
S~ = {PART, SUPPLIER, QUANTITY, LOCATION}, 
,Y, = {(SUPPLIER, LOCATION), (PART SUPPLIER, QUANTITY)}, 
$2 -- {CITY, STATE, CAPITAL, POPULATION}, 
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and 
272 ffi {(CITY STATE, POPULATION), (STATE, CAPITAL)}. 
By a dependency preserving bijection h, where 
h = {PART-,CITY, SUPPLIER-,STATE, QUANTITY 
--,POPULATION, LOCATION-,CAPITAL}, 
we have ($1,270 is similar to ($2, Z2). 
Then, by selecting a representative (S,2;), where 
S ffi {A,, A2, A3, A4} 
and 
27 = {(Al A2, A3), (A2, A4)}, 
the representative (S, 2;) postulates a similar class {(S~, Z0, ($2, 272)}. Certainly, the representative 
(S, 27) is independent from underlying domains. We believe this is a significant step forward to solve 
database design problems by the context of data independence approach.D 
Lemma 5 
The system of representatives for similarity of ~ is a finite set.D 
Proof. It is true because a relation scheme is finite, the number of topologies over a finite set 
is finite, and the number of binary relations on a finite set is finite.[] 
This lemma is an important conclusion since the infinite set fl is postulated by a finite set which 
is the system of representatives for similarity. The universal database design problem under this 
postulation can be treated theoretically within finite systems by using the formal model of 
similarity. In order to take advantage from the spirit of Lemma 5, we introduce a new data model 
as follows: 
Definition 8 (database space) 
A n-dimensional database space is a n-dimensional space constructed by n attribute domains as 
the n coordinates such that the set of n coordinates i  a Borel space.D 
A point in the n-dimensional database space, expressed by a n-tuple, reflects a record for an 
entity. In any instance, if data for a record is available, then we shall say that the point associated 
with the record is a valid point, otherewise it is an invalid point. Since a formal model of constraint 
expanded inthe next section is a binary relation over a ring, the concept of Borel space is introduced 
in the definition of database space. 
Let us introduce more notations in this data model for convenience. For a database space D, 
the dimension of D, denoted DIM[D] is the set of coordinates, the ring of D, denoted BOR[D] 
is a ring on DIM[D], and an instance of D, denoted INS[D] is the set of valid points. Then, a 
database space D can be specified completely by DIM[D], BOR[D], and INS[D]. The Borel space 
for the database space D is given as a pair (DIM[D], BOR[D]). Sometimes when the instance of 
database space is ignored, a database space D is simply expressed as a Borel space (U, R), where 
U = DIM[D] and R = BOR[D]. For a database space D, if t • INS[D] and X_DIM[D], then t[x] 
is used to represent the X-component of the tuple t and PROJECT[INS[D]:X] is used to represent 
the collection of the X-component of the tuples in INS[D]. In order to manipulate a set of database 
spaces, we may define the concept of subspace as follows: 
Definition 9 (subspace ) 
Let D be a database space. Then, a database space S is called a subspace of D if and only if 
DIM[S] • BOR[D], 
BOR[S] = {X[X c DIM[S], X • BOR[D]}, 
and 
INS[S] = PROJECT[INS[D]:DIMiS]]. [] 
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In the definition of subspace, since we need to provide the way properly to manipulate ring, 
BOR[S] is defined as a subset of BOR[D]. Since the primary purpose of new data model is to 
provide the proper way to manipulate similarity over a collection of heterogeneous relation 
schemes, we must introduce the concept of similarity into a collection of database spaces. From 
the spirit of a formal model of similarity in Definition 6, we may define that two database spaces, 
D, and D2 are similar if and only if two Borel spaces with constraints, (DIM[D~], ~rl[BOR[Dt]]) and 
(DIM[D2], Z'2[BOR[D2]]) are similar. This is equivalent to Definition 6 with expanded topological 
space to Borel space such that the formal model of constraint _r[BOR[D]] is defined over a Borel 
space (DIM[D], BOR[D]). We can manipulate similarity over a collection of database spaces with 
DIM[D] and BOR[D] by ignoring INS[D]. 
3. BOREL REPRESENTATION FOR KEYS 
One advantage of new data model is a Borel representation for conventional keys. Given a 
relation scheme with a set of functional dependencies (S,Z), a subset X of S is called a superkey 
for S if and only if (X, S) e 2~ +. Then, X is called a key of S if and only if X is a superkey and 
(Y, S) ¢ 2~ ÷ for Y c X. This is conventional concept for superkeys and keys. While the concept of 
key plays important roles in database design, most key related problems are intractable. See Date 
[1] for the role of keys in database design and Garey and Johnson [6] for general background on 
key related intractable problems. 
Since the concept of keys is defined by a set of functional dependencies, we can accommodate 
the representation forkeys to optimal topology. However, in order to represent keys in the database 
space, we need to expand the concept of optimal topology in a topological space to a Borel space 
with optimal ring generated by the optimal topology. Also, we need to expand the formal model 
of constraint ina topological space to a Borel space. Then, given a Borel space (S, R), the constraint 
Z[R] is defined as a binary relation over the ring R, satisfying the complete axion system. For the 
constraint E[R] on a Borel space (S, R), we have the following lemmas: 
Lemma 6 
where 
~;[To]_~ ~:[Ro]__ Z + 
Z[Ro] = {X, YIX, YeRo, (X, r )ez  +} 
for the optimal ring R0 generated by the optimal topology T0.I-] 
Proof. Obvious by the definition.I-] 
Lemma 7 
Given a Z[T] and a ring R generated by the topology T, we have Z[T]_Z'[R].[] 
Proof. By Lemma 6.1--1 
In order to accommodate the representation forkeys, the formal model of constraint isexpanded 
as a binary relation over a ring of a Borel space. Now we are in a position where we can identify 
an important structure defined as follows: 
Definition 10 (key generating function) 
21*[R] = {(X, Y)I(X, r), (Y, X) e 2~[R]}, 
where Z[R] is a constraint in a Borel space (S, R).I--q 
Lemma 8 
Given a Borel Space (S, R), the key generating function Z*[R] is an equivalence r lation over 
the ring R.[] 
Proof. A constraint Z [R] is reflexive by the axioms, A~ and A2, transitive by the axiom A3. Then, 
since the key generating function 2~*[R] is a symmetric subset of Z[R], it is an equivalence 
relation. [] 
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The concept of key generating function is important for solving key related problems. Since the 
key generating function is an equivalence r lation, it will provide a partition of equivalence classes 
over a ring of Borel space. Given a Borel space (S, R) and for each X ~ R, we have that 
Rx ffi {YI Y~R, (X, Y) ~ X*[R]} 
is an equivalence class of X by the key generating function E*[R]. The set Rx will generate keys 
for the Borel set X as follows: 
Definition 11 (a formal model of key) 
R* = {YI YeRx, Y~_X, Zq~Rx for Zc  Y}.[:] 
Lemma 9 
Given a Borel Space (S, R) and a Borel set X ~ R, a set Y is a key of X if and only if Y ~ R*.VI 
Proof. If part is obvious. Let us consider only if part here. Assume Y is a key of X. Since X 
is a Borel set and (Z, X) ¢ 2;[R] for Z c Y, we must have (Y, X) E 2;JR] and then Y is a Borel set. 
Since Y~_X, (X, Y) E 2;JR] and then (X, Y) ~ ,~*[R]. Again since Y is a key of X, (Z, X) ¢ E*[R] 
for Z c Y by the definition of key. Thus, since Z ¢ Rx for Z ~ Y, we must have Y ~ R*.I--I 
The formal model of key is defined by the concept of key generating function without using terms 
in functional dependency. By Lcmma 9, this formal model is equivalent to the conventional concept 
for keys. In new data model, database space, the following sequence of deduction procedures will 
provide general solutions for most key related problems: 
(S, X [R])--, E*[R]--,R:-,  R*. (1) 
By the notation P ~ Q, we mean a deduction procedure from P into Q. If a constraint is given 
as a conventional form, that is a set £ of functional dependencies, the sequence of deduction 
procedures i given as follows: 
(S, E)--.(S, E*)--, E[To]-+ 2;[Ro]--, E*[Ro]--, R:-,  R*. (2) 
The deduction procedures can be constructed directly by using their definitions given in this paper 
without any difficulties. We must note time complexity for the deduction procedures. Two 
sequences of deduction procedures are comparable for time complexity if R = R0. The condition 
R = R0 means the given ring R in the sequence (1) is an optimal ring. The sequence (2) of deduction 
procedures as a conventional form is intractable with input size IS[ + 12;I for time complexity. 
Garey and Johnson [6] provides literature review for the intractable result of deduction procedures 
in the conventional form. However, the sequence (1) of deduction procedures has linear time 
complexity with input size I SI + 12;[R]l. 
Comparability between 12;I and 12;[/]l is certainly determined by the size of ring R. For 
instance, 12:l ~ ISl implies 12;[/]l ~ ISl which means the same input size ISI in both sequences. 
An extreme case in the following example shows the benefit of using 2;[R] instead of using 2; +. 
This concept will be generalized in the next section by introducing the time complexity measure 
for the problems. 
Example 2 
Considering an extreme case such that 12;I =0  over a set S, we have 21sl< 12;+1 and 
IE[R]I --3.[] 
The category of formally given key related intractable problems uch as deduction sequence (2) 
can be classified into subcategnries such as deduction sequence (1) by the system of representatives 
for similarity. Then, based on the size of ring R, we may introduce time complexity measure for 
formally given database design problems. For this purpose we introduce Borel density as a time 
complexity measure in the next section. 
4. BOREL DENSITY FOR DESIGN COMPLEXITY 
Considering the sequence (1) of deduction procedures from the previous section, the initial 
information for the sequence is given by a Borel space with constraint (S, Z[R]) for database design. 
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Recall a minimal base, denoted MBASE[R] of a ring R is a base of least cardinality. Given a Borel 
space (S, R), the MBASE[R] is a partition of S. The ring R consists of unions of elements of the 
MBASE[R]. The constraint 2~[R] is a binary relation over the ring R. Then, quantitative properties 
on a Borel space with constraint in the following lemma are immediate. 
Lemma 10 
For a given Borel space with constraint (S, Z[R]), we have quantitative properties 
Pl: 1 ~< IMBASE[R]I ~< ISI, 
P2: I RI = 2 IMBAsE(RII, 
P3: IRI ~< I,~[R]I ~< IRI2.V1 
By the term "design complexity" we mean the time complexity of database design problem. Let 
us introduce the concept of Borel density as a measure for design complexity which means time 
complexity measure to solve design problems formally given by a Borel space with constraint 
(S, Z[R]) as follows: 
Definition 12 (Borel density) 
for a given Borel space (S, R).D 
d = [MBASE[R][ 
log2[ S I 
By using the definition of Borel density we have 
[MBASE[R]I = d. log2[S 1. 
From Lemma 10, we have 
Then, by substitution 
I,~ [R]I ~< 221MBAsE[R]I. 
I,~[R]I ~< 2 2dl°g21sl. (3) 
In the previous ection, the sequence (1) of deduction procedures has linear time complexity with 
input size IS I + 12~[R][. Then, under the condition [2~[R]I ~< IS l, the design problem has linear 
time complexity with input size r S[. From equation (3), we can replace this condition by 
22d .Iog~lsl ~ I S I. (4) 
By solving equation (4), we have 
2d- log21S I ~< log21S I 
and then finally d ~< ½. The design problem given by a Borel space with constraint (S, E[R]), has 
linear time complexity with input size IS I under the condition d ~< ½ for the Borel density on the 
Borel space (S, R). The following lemma summarizes this result. 
Lemma 11 
The design problem of (S, ,~ [R]) has linear time complexity with input size I S I if d ~ ½ for the 
Borel density on the Borel space (S, R).I-1 
For the case of K-order polynomial time complexity, the condition of equation (4) will be 
2 2~'1°~: ~< ISI ~. (5) 
By solving equation (5), we have d ~< ½K. This means the design problem of (S, 2~[R]) has K-order 
polynomial time complexity with input size IS[ under the condition d ~ ½K on Borel density of 
(S, R). 
We will conclude this section with remark on the range of Borel density. From Lemma 10, 
1 ~ I MBASE[R]I ~ I SI 
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and 
Then, by substitution 
1 IMBASE[R]I ISI 
log2 ] S----~ < logs [ S I <~ logs I S--- - -]  ' 
For a case of large IS[, we have 
1 Isl  
log2l S----~ < d ~< logs lS l" 
0<d< ISI. (0 
For large IS I in equation (6), the worst case value of Borel density approaches to IS I while the 
best case to zero. We have shown that the concept of Borel density serves certainly as a good 
measure for design complexity. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The concept of similarity provides data independence approach to database design problems. 
Since a similar class by similarity generates exactly the same design process, database designs for 
similar elation schemes are given by dependency preserving bijections. Thus, a universal collection 
of real world database design problems can be postulated by a system of representatives for
similarity. By this postulation, database spaces represent a universal collection of database design 
problems as a finite system by ignoring the instance of the database space. 
A Borel space of database space represents a formal model of dependency structure and a formal 
model of similarity. In addition, a Borel space represents a key generating function. A formal model 
of key is defined by the key generating function. The formal model of key provides additional 
benefit to existing solutions for key related problems, since the formal model is given by 
representatives for similar problems. The mathematical model derived as a Borel space is a 
mathematical postulation which is independent from a set of attributes. We have given deduction 
procedures based on mathematical model to solve formally given database design problems. A
collection of key related problems which is intractable is classified into subeollections. We have 
linear time deduction procedures for some subcollection of the key related problems when we 
represent the problems by representives. We have derived the concept of Borel density and showed 
that a Borel density can be a measure for time complexity to solve subcollections of formally given 
database design problems. 
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